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May I take this opportunity to wish all readers
A Happy and Prosperous New Year.

Editorial:
Welcome to Coupé News No: 35.
Your free newsletter of Pullman related news and material.
My thanks to those readers who have supplied articles and photographs which
have been included within this edition.
All I ask of you for the time I spend in production is for you to forward on, either
by e-mail or printing a copy, to any one you may know who will be interested.
Information is for sharing - not gathering dust…..
If you have any material for inclusion in No.36, please forward by
January 28th. Coupé News No.36 will be published on February 1st.
Editorial Address:
Have you missed a copy of Coupé News, or changing your e-mail address, or
wish to be removed from the mailing list. Please e-mail to the address below with
your request, it’s as simple as that.
Terry Bye
Pullman Car Services
Email: pullmancarservices@yahoo.co.uk
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CARS OF THE MONTH.

cPullman Car Services Archive

Vic Berry’s Yard circa late 1980’s
M500 PFK Sir Richard Arkwright supports M502 PFK Joseph Whiteworth.
Both cars withdrawn on March 11th 1986.
Just one month short of 20 years service on the WCML.
Of the eight Pullman Kitchen Firsts introduced in 1966, only two are known to have
survived these being M504 & M506 remaining in service today with WCRC at
Carnforth.
PFK Car Disposal:
M500, 501, 502, 503 all withdrawn March 1986 and going to Vic Berry’s yard.
M505 withdrawn 1977 and then reported as exported to Europe.
M507 withdrawn 1977 and reported as cut up by Mayer Newman at Snailwell in
October 1980.
Have you a photograph you would like to place in ‘CAR OF THE MONTH’
If so, just e-mail as an attachment in jpg format to the editorial e-mail address.
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OBITUARY.
Peter Gower 1923 - 2005.
It is with great sadness that I advise readers of the passing of a former P.C.Co.,
employee Peter Gower.
My thanks to Doug Lindsay for the following obituary.
On 14th September 2005, Peter Gower died suddenly following a lengthy illness at the
age of 82. Peter was one of my earliest contacts when I first became interested in
Pullman matters in the late 70s. He was still at work at the BTHCS headquarters at St
Pancras Chambers in those days and was invaluable in helping us with advice and
indeed uniforms for the then emerging Wealden Pullman service on the KESR.
He joined Pullman at the Battersea Stores as a youngster after the war and worked his
way up to become the stores controller there, after the takeover by BTHCS he
continued with the same job at St Pancras until his retirement about fifteen years ago.
Peter was a fountain of information about the Company, he also gave me lots of
paperwork and memorabilia which I treasure. His anecdotes of incidents in the early
post war years were something to savour and I only wish now I’d recorded them for
posterity. (Perhaps that should be a warning to us all!!!) He put me in touch with many
other retired members of Pullman who also were very kind and forthcoming with
information and assistance. His loving wife Ivy passed away some years ago and from
that moment on Peter was never the same. Whilst at work he lived just off Wandsworth
Road, a few hundred yards from the Depot and on retirement moved to Sutton, Surrey
to be near to his children and grandchildren.
I must thank his daughter Christine for alerting me to his passing after she received our
Christmas card addressed to Peter.
Peter will be remembered with gratitude for all his help and friendship over the years.
He was a guest on several occasions on the Wealden Pullman, the first being in 1981
on the occasion of the ‘Pullman 150’ train to commemorate the 150th anniversary of the
birth of George Mortimer Pullman. Peter attended with his wife along with two other
Pullman men who are now sadly not with us, Julian Morel and George Hubbard.
Long may these people rest in peace, it was them and their colleagues that
encouraged us to preserve the ambiance and quality that was, and is, Pullman.
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Peter Gower 1923 - 2005.

Photograph Courtesy - The Tenterden Terrier - Number 23 – Winter 1980 Edition.

Doug Lindsay.
December 30th 2005.
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The Pullman Society.
Members of the Society can expect some good news shortly in respect of additional
benefits of membership.
If you want to be part of the news and benefit package then why not join me and
others by annual membership.
For details on membership contact: Alan Wood at awood17166@aol.com

Pullman Society 2006 AGM.
The 2006 AGM will be held on Saturday May 20th.
The venue of the AGM has been changed and will now be held at Sheffield Park
Station, on the Bluebell Railway.
This will be followed by an evening aboard the Bluebell Railways “Golden Arrow”
service.
The Pullman Society AGM is a truly an all Pullman event, with displays of memorabilia
that includes different gauge models of cars to original menus and much more.
The AGM is open to all Pullman Society members.
Membership details can be supplied by contacting Alan Wood as detailed above.
Further details on this event will be posted in the near future.

Pullman Related Web Site News.
My thanks to Alan Rushworth for advising me of the “Buttsjunction” site last month.
I have since for my own Pullman Archive purchased all the present Pullman
photographs available. All the photographs arrived within a week of ordering “on site”.
If you have yet to visit the site I recommend you take a little time as the subject matter
is not just Pullman, offering a varied selection of locomotives that include SR, ER, WR
and MR.
www.Buttsjunction.co.uk
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Look Back At Pullman.
1906.
January

The final American built Pullman car enters service. Constructed at
Brighton S/No.23 PRINCESS PATRICIA a Parlour car with 6 wheel
bogies.

1936.
January 1st

The “Bournemouth Belle” becomes an all year daily service.

1961.
The Pullman Car Company advises that it employees a total of 460 staff.
January 9th

New BR Mk1 Pullman cars allocated to the “Yorkshire Pullman” service.

January 16th New BR Mk1 Pullman cars allocated the “Tees – Tyne Pullman” service.
January 28th. D6500 & D5004 (for steam heat) haul the diverted down service of the
“Golden Arrow” via Chatham.
1966.
January 26th E3117 ‘1Z49’ arrives at Euston hauling the new Mk2 Pullman cars.
January 27th Noted at Euston station, eight of the new Mk2 Pullman cars under going
high speed trials to Manchester.
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Model Railway News.
Middlesbrough Model Railway Club Exhibition 2006.
Saturday 20th & Sunday 21st May.
The Settlement Community Centre, St. Pauls Road, Middlesbrough.
More details to follow.
Bachmann Mk1 Pullman Car.
John Peck (Precision Labels) reviews the new Bachmann Mk1 Pullman Car.

Bachmann Vestibule
Bachmann Pullman Coat of Arms

Bachmann CAR No.347
Let me draw your attention to the following faults, and point you at
pages 52, 58 and 164 of the Parkin BR Mk1 coaches book for comparison:
- the Pullman logo main colour should be gold (not buff),
- the top umber logo panel should have a gold lining from the cream (missing),
- there was only 1 inch of cream above/below the window frames (too much
cream),
- the cream colour was not a custard-like yellow (too reddish),
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- the window frames were aluminium but surrounded by black rubber as thick
as the silver visually, so a black rim was very noticeable (missing),
- the lower umber panel was also lined to separate it from the cream (missing),
- the coat of arms should be multi-coloured and shaded (not crude 4 colours),
- the name lettering and lower panel lining was "buff" (not the earlier gold),
- the table lamps were on a wire-like arm hanging like a Christmas lantern,
and not a top a lampstand as with other Pullmans (crude mushroom lamps),
- the bogies had twin end step ledges (missing),
- the door handles were originally a rectangular escutcheon with plain straight
handle (later in BR corporate blue times the L shape handle modelled),
- the wire grab rails stick out (about 1mm too much).
- solebar and end "C1" etc lettering was also buff (not white),
(A simple solution - run over the white printing with a Stabilo Boss
orange highlighter pen - bingo the correct buff almost, completely
removable for those wishing to preserve the original error).
- bogie brake pads miles away from the wheels.
The comment in Parkin that the cream was 2 foot 8 inches deep
looks like a typo - the model measures up to 3 foot 3 inches of
cream at scale, which even allowing for there being too much cream
above and below the windows does not come close to that Parkin sizing.
So either the entire coach body side is 20% or so too tall or the
window frame sizing is in fact correct - and I think it is so.
I do like the black painted wheels, bogie axle boss lettered mouldings,
the excellent underframe mouldings with the ducting.
It's remarkable that Hornby reproduced lining with much more aplomb on
their K-type Pullman models, which for a similar price are clearly far
better value for money. Little details like the grab rails again
far better looking on Hornby's Pullman reproductions. Aside from a lighting
feature, which as noted is more gimmick than model, the "presence" of
my "CAR No 347" just cries out "cheap" to my eyes - which of course it was
not - an extra £6 RRP on a "normal" coach not matched by much effort
on Bachmann's part I'd say !
A noteworthy point for those looking to model say the Master Cutler,
where the Hornby new (smooth) K-type brake coaches were matched with
these Mk1 vehicles, is the striking difference in umber colour as well
as the noted cream/custard. It is a rather light rosy brown compared
with Hornby's much darker perhaps a shade greener umber. I believe the
Hornby colours are closer to the truth.
The Mk 1 coach lettering brackets (vertical lines either side by the doors),
will suit some of my labels nicely to mark a rake "A", "B", "C", etc..
Also there is obvious scope to correct the lining and coat of arms colours
along with alternative names on my side panels. I shall be offering custom
side panels as I do for other Pullmans in very short order!
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Precision Labels Pullman Coat of Arms
Precision Labels Vestibule

Precision Labels MAE
SL20 (named lower) and SL21 (upper Pullman logo) panels are ready.
Same custom order service as my other Pullman panels.
Attached scans of the coach I bought before and after - also with the orange
highlighter applied to buff the white solebar printing.
In the scanner light, the umber flouresces to a reddish hue, which is not what you see
in daylight or under normal lighting, but you get the idea I'm sure. Buff instead of gold
lining and names, real photographic coat of arms, larger clearer letters for the golden
Pullman logo (same 20ft scale width, but using the original Pullman logo lettering as
I'm sure the real ones did), panels extending the umber and reducing the cream depth
to more as it should be, and added lining at the edges to separate from the cream.
It would be perfectly possible to get Mk1 lamps in a correct shape
- have the filament coming up from the table edge on an angle,
paint it perhaps with gold except for the tip, and glue on your lampshade
to hang rather that sit atop - by making a hole in that end blob on the side
at the narrow top, rather than in the centre of the bottom as now.
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A method with no additional cost - if you don't paint the filaments.
(The physics of how those lights work is something Heljan clearly never
understood in their dreadful Western lights etc - the amount of light
in/out of each flat facet is the same - it should thus make no
difference to the illumination as to how the lampshade lump is
stuck on the filament, at what angle or whatever else.)
Using actual paint samples may not be the right approach - it was
noted on the MRE Mag forum that the same paint on smaller objects looks darker.
The essential point however, is that even if they are the wrong colours,
to run anything approaching an accurate looking 1960's rake, modellers
will need a match for the Hornby brake car umber and cream colours - as
to which we have not to my knowledge had earlier criticisms - and as
noted earlier, colours which are seen to match in photos of the rakes
with cars all in the same conditions. Currently we have "milk" versus
"dark chocolate" as was said.
Hornby's exquisitely lined NRM Flying Scotsman and Great Northern models
reveal how to do fine black markings, and it would be as easy for Bachmann
to represent the Mk1 window surrounds which would be around twice that thickness
- they manage similar lining on their locos. The logic of the counter argument takes
us to: let's just have a large brown blob, why even bother with the cream!
As to colour matching...
The Bachman colours compared with paints from Howes and Phoenix Precision.
The umbers are all very similar in hue, but Bachmann's is clearly the lightest
Howes has a very slight darker green tint, going in the Hornby direction.
The new Hornby umber colour is quite closely matched with the available paints.
The creams show a wider difference in hue - Phoenix paints are the most green,
going in the Hornby direction, but a match for neither - Howes is closer to
Bachmann's choice, with a distinctly lighter tone and a shade less red.
Here nothing matches up closely enough for my liking.
HORNBY 2006 Releases.
Go to page 18 for Pullman model news.
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Readers Requests.
Prolific Pullman Collector and also the Archivist to the Pullman Society Antony Ford.
Advises that he is interested in the purchase or exchange of Pullman Car Table
Lamps.
Antony is also interested in the purchase of any photographs of the interior and
exterior of any of the 1932 Pullman Composite cars as constructed for the London
Victoria – Brighton electrification services.
Contact Antony on 01793 704428 or e-mail anjo@ford28.freeserve.co.uk
Hi Terry,
'always enjoy reading Coupe News - keep up the good work! I wonder if you or your
readers can help me. (Sorry if this has come up before/recently) - I'm building 4mm
scale models of the LBSCR's 1895 'American' Pullman cars (from the Marc Models
kits) and wish to present them in their original livery.
I realise they were extremely ornately lined out in gold which I will only be able to
partially represent but am unclear as to the base colour.
Haresnape and Fry describe it as 'green' or 'bronze' and I've also seen it described as
an 'oily greenish brown'. Other authors describe it as 'brown' or 'chocolate brown'.
Also, were the roofs really 'rose' ?
Any input would be appreciated - ideally with a recommendation from the Precision or
Humbrol range.....
Paul Newham.
Preservation News:
My thanks to David Jones for the following update.
BLUEBELL RAILWAY.
Progress is being made on the re-assembly of Christine/Car 64 with most of the
internal panels now installed in both saloons after having been repaired where
necessary and French Polished. The roof interior is complete and a start has been
made on fitting the window glass although one or two are slightly larger than desired
and may need modifications to the framing. It is not necessary to use the windows to
get the seating in, as is the case with Fingall which has armchairs, as third class
seating can be passed through the doors and assembled when inside. At the same
time as this internal work progresses, etching primer is now being applied to the
exterior panelling which is all new metal, so there are signs of progress on the exterior
as well. It will not be possible to complete this Car by the spring, so the Pullman
Society Sunday lunch on May 21 will be in Lilian/Car 76.
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MONTANA.
CAR Services have now resolved the problem of removing this Car from its site at
Barnwell Junction on the outskirts of Cambridge and it is now back on the market. The
plan is to use jacking methods to move the vehicle across the orchard onto the
adjacent siding, and then propel it about ¾ mile to an oil terminal from where a low
loader can transport it to whoever purchases it. There has been some interest from
heritage railways and static premises, but these additional movement costs of £10,000
may discourage some potential customers.
DORIS.
On December 7th I traveled to London by GNER from Darlington to attend the Rail
Freight Group’s Christmas Lunch.
As usual on approaching Finsbury Park I looked to the right and viewed DORIS sitting
behind the security fencing.
Alas in the same Graffiti state as my last view in December 2004.
It was reported in 2004 the car would be cleaned of the Graffiti, but alas this has not
happened.
Pullman Booklist:
Terence Mulligan advises of the following additions to the Book List: I recommend one more book for your Pullman list, it's not as stylishly written or heavily
researched as Arthur Dubin or Lucius Beebe, in fact a little helter-skelter, but there's
information in it I haven't read elsewhere.
Dozens of well-reproduced black & white photos. Covers the entire 100-year history
of the company.
"Go Pullman" by Charles M. Knoll, published 1995 by Rochester, New York Chapter of
the National Railway Historical Society. Soft cover. ISBN 0-9605296-3-2.
I bought my copy on eBay for $2.50. 230 pages. Mainly USA, but some treatment of
Mexico, Europe, Great Britain (including photo of Alan Pegler in uniform for VSOE),
various car restorations, even two pages on the 1909-17 Pullman automobile, which
had no connection to The Pullman Company.
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Reader George Moon also advises of the following additions to the Book List: Your excellent list of Pullman publications misses two that I bought in America in
1997:
A Century of Pullman Cars by Ralph L Barger, pub. Greenberg Pub. Co. Inc, 7566
Main Streeet, Sykesville MD 27884.
Vol. 1 Alphabetical List, 1988, $59.95, ISBN 0-89778-061-2
Vol. 2 The Palace Cars, 1990, $75.00, ISBN 0-89778-140-6
I believe there are more books covering later aspects - Vol 2 only includes wooden
cars and I think there's a Vol 3 covering US steel cars. Oddly, Vol 1 only covers US
Cars and thus not those built for UK, but they are included in Vol 2.
Details of the Cars built to each Plan are given, but no dimensions except where
shown in drawings in the book, and the only relevant drawing is of Plan 45, 52' 0" over
corner pillars, excluding end vestibules. Cars built to this Plan under Lot 31 were:
For the Midland Railway: ALEXANDRA (1), ALBION, APOLLO, AURORA, COMET,
ECLIPSE, JUNO, MERCURY, MINERVA, PLANET and VESPA, all sold to the MR in
12/1883, plus ADONIS, ARIEL and CERES, withdrawn from the MR in 10/81 and sold
on to the LBSC, where they were renamed VICRORIA (2), LOUISE and MAUD
respectively, and For the LBSCR, ALBERT EDWARD, ALEXANDRA (2), GLOBE
(renamed BEATRICE 10/81) .
The Railway Herald
Why not subscribe, free of charge, by sending us an e-mail or download one of our
back issues to find out just what Railway Herald is all about. Subscriptions can be
ceased at any time by contacting the e-mail address below.
http://www.railwayherald.co.uk
The Bournemouth Belle.
An article covering the Bournemouth Belle appears within the December 2005 edition
of “Back Track” (Volume 19, Number 12).
The article contains no real additional information of the service provision in its lifetime
from 1931 to 1967. But, the accompanying photographs do save the article.
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Sheffield Railwayana Auctions Ltd
Saturday 10th December 2005
Sheffield Railwayana Auctions Ltd
Saturday 10th December 2005
Sheffield Railwayana Auctions Ltd
Saturday 10th December 2005
Sheffield Railwayana Auctions Limited
Realisations for the 10th December 2005 Auction at Sheffield

Sheffield Railwayana Auctions Ltd
Saturday 10th December 2005
35 *PULLMAN CAR CIRCULAR WALL PLAQUE from “Car Gwladys.” Built in 1932
by Metropolitan-Cammell Carriage Wagon & Finance Co, Saltley as a composite
car and formed in SR electric Unit 2041 (later 3041). It worked all its
life between the South Coast and London Bridge/Victoria. It was withdrawn 26th
March 1966 and sold for scrap at Norwich. The plaque is painted white with the
full company coat-of-arms and dates from the 1950s. 9" diameter and in good
condition. Realisation = £3,600

44 *PULLMAN CAR SQUARE BASE TABLE LAMP from car “Rosemary” decorated
in the typical Arcadian style of swags and rams heads. In good condition (but

without base) complete with shade which has a few heat cracks. “Rosemary” was
a 1st class parlour car built by Midland Carriage & Wagon and entered service in
1923, and used principally on North Eastern Services; subsequently on the
Southern Region. It was withdrawn in September 1963 and sold to Taylor Bros,
Manchester for scrap. A very attractive lamp. Realisation =£1,350

Next Auction Date March 11th 2006
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CIWL Night Ferry Sleeping Car No. 3801 by David Jones

c T.Bye (AY2392) May 22nd 1999 – Sheffield Park – Bluebell Railway.

The incentive to purchase one of the 25 ‘Compagnie Internationale des Wagons-Lits
et des Grande Express Europeens’ ‘Night Ferry’ Sleeping Cars for the Bluebell
Railway in 1984 came from a need to expand the overnight sleeping accommodation
at Sheffield Park which at that time comprised a privately owned 12 wheeled LMS

sleeping car and a Bluebell owned carriage equipped with berths that were only
available for hire on a day to day basis. Some members of the Maunsell Locomotive
Society, the Camelot Locomotive Society and the Bluebell Railway 9F Group were
keen to have their own personal accommodation where they could leave their
belongings, keep it clean and not have to worry about vacating it each weekend to
allow someone else to use the berth.
As the Southern had little need for sleeping cars, choice of an appropriate carriage
was limited, but with the end of the London to Paris ‘Night Ferry’ service on October
31st 1980, a relevant historical acquisition would be one of the CIWL vehicles, of which
No. 3792 had already been preserved in the National Railway Museum at York.
Negotiations started in 1982 but due to language difficulties with the Wagons-Lits
office in Paris (they don’t speak much English), not much progress was being made.
I then offered to help as I was keen on having one of the berths, had contacts in Paris
through the company that I worked for and also made frequent business visits to
Belgium where the withdrawn cars were stored at the Ostend Works.
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Eventually after an abortive trip to Epernay in France to view one of the vehicles
withdrawn earlier but which was found to have been stripped out, No. 3801 in as
withdrawn condition still with paperwork on the berths from its last trip, was selected
as being in the best condition.
Then came the difficult bit; organising all the import and shipping paperwork and
arranging transport from Ostend to Sheffield Park. This involved several months of
correspondence mainly by Telex resulting in the need to have the bogies checked
over for the main line rail journey to Zeebrugge so as to utilise the train ferry link
across to Harwich where two cranes would lift it onto a low loader for transit via the
Dartford Tunnel to Sheffield Park. The Dunkerque to Dover route was ruled out due to
the need for a transit through a further country, France, involving yet more paperwork,
being in the days before the EU had simplified border crossing documentation. As with
most projects of this type, costs kept rising but in due course all nine of the joint
owners felt that to acquire their own accommodation would be worth it.
The new Train Ferry Service (It wasn’t called the ‘Night Ferry’ until after the war) was
a major undertaking for the Southern Railway and their French partners needing the
construction of special steel sleeping cars to the British loading gauge, three purposebuilt train ferry vessels of just under 3000 tons each, and major dock construction
work at both Dunkerque and Dover. Again, with such massive civil engineering
undertakings delays were encountered, so the planned inauguration of August 10th
1935, slipped until October 14th 1936 when the new overnight service between London
and Paris commenced. Originally 12 sleeping cars were built by CIWL numbered 3788
to 3799, but due to demand a further 6 were started in 1939 numbered 3800 to 3805.
However, construction had to be curtailed because of the war but they were eventually
finished in October 1946 to join the service and replace those lost in the war. No. 3801
is from this second batch.

When No. 3801 arrived at Sheffield Park from Ostend on Friday 14th December 1984
accompanied by two of our members, it was after a journey that lasted 11 days, but at
least we could then start preparing it for use and wiring it for mains heating as it would
be inconvenient to utilise the oil fired central heating boiler, even though we did get it
working. The internal 24 volt system for lighting could be used so one of our
electrically competent members was able to rig up a charging unit which is still in use
today. As soon as we got to grips with repainting it from the light blue SNCF livery to
the darker original Wagons-Lits colour, of which details were provided by the helpful
staff at Ostend, it was realised that in just under two years time we would reach the
50th anniversary of the start of the service, so plans were made to have a celebration
weekend on the 11th and 12th October 1986. This went off very well including
production of a special commemorative beer and much help from other ‘Night Ferry’
enthusiasts such as Andrew Crabtree who brought along his ephemera including a
cut-way model of one of the Ferry vessels and a replica headboard showing London –
Paris – Brussels which was put on ‘Blackmoor Vale’, unfortunately not in working
order at the time.
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We did have ‘Stowe’ in steam with my own replica 1947 design of headboard showing
just London – Paris. This headboard has since been used many times for
photographic charters on the Bluebell, the latest being in November when ‘Blackmoor
Vale’ posed at Horsted Keynes at night, firstly with the ‘Golden Arrow’ headboard and
then with the ‘Night Ferry’.
Over the years, several of the original nine owners, including myself have sold their
berths to other Bluebell members, as one really needs to use it both days of the
weekend to justify the need, and also there are still those seeking their own
accommodation at Sheffield Park. I have since 1982 collected quite a range of
photographs and leaflets about this famous train including now-unique views of the
link span and pumps at Dover that were taken on a group tour on 16th May 1987
before it was all swept away. Talks are given to local groups about the ‘Night Ferry’,
most of whom know very little about this train, mainly because it ran at night and not
many photographs were taken. Unfortunately No. 3801 is now showing its age having
been sitting in an open siding for the past 20 years, with extensive bodywork repairs
being necessary if it is not to collapse into the ground. It is used nearly every weekend
but the owners have other commitments on the railway so the future of this historic
carriage is currently in the balance.

17th Edition Pullman Cars Preserved UK 1874 - 1966.
As of January 1st 2006, the 17th edition of the UK Pullman Car Preservation List will be
available “Free of Charge” on request (Attachment size 570kb).
The list is 14 pages in “Word” and “Landscape” format.

Produced with the help of Peter Hall, the list details the known surviving UK Pullman
Cars location and condition.
To get your free copy just e-mail the editorial address on page 1.
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HORNBY 2006 Releases.
“The Quality of Models is Remembered Long After The Price is Forgotten”
Start saving now and/or advise the family for your Birthday, Christmas presents, for
the new releases this year include: Pullman Digital Train Sets
R1077 GWR Western Pullman
‘Whittington Castle’, 3 R223 1st class Pullman cars, GWR 0-6-0PT, 3 wagons,
oval and 2 sidings, Trakmat, Select DCC power unit.
Pullman Sets with add-on coach sets.
R1073 Venice Simplon Orient Express British Pullman
R4254 Venice Simplon Orient Express British Pullman car pack
Collector Sets.
R2568 The Devon Belle.
WC Class ‘Yes Tor’, Pullman 3rd kitchen ‘Iolanthe’, Pullman 3rd kitchen,
Pullman 3rd parlour.

R4251 The Devon Belle Pullman car pack.
Pullman 3rd brake No65, Pullman kitchen car ‘Fingall’, Pullman parlour car
‘Minerva’.
Locomotive.
R2523 Class 67 Royal Train 67005 ‘Queen’s Messenger’ DCC (ex-Lima)
R2516 Class 73 Pullman 73101 ‘The Royal Alex’ DCC (ex-Lima)
Coaches.
R4284 Mk3 Sleeper Royal Household (ex-Lima)
R4285 Mk3 Sleeper Northern Belle (ex-Lima)
Details on special 2006 Pullman related sets for shopping catalogues and other
retailers are not known at this moment in time.
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Tail Lamp.
My thanks to Peter Hall for his work in helping me to collate the 17th edition of the
Preservation List.
The list is not definitive, as we both believe other car bodies remain to be found.
Following withdrawal in the 1920/30’s some cars were then converted into dwellings,
mainly now found on the South Coast.
To add further confusion to historical record keeping the bombing of the Pullman Car
Company Offices at Victoria Station on more than one occasion during the Second
World War meant the loss of records on the disposal of cars.
It is also recorded that the records of the cars in service differed between P.C.Co.,
Preston Park Works and the London Headquarters.
So became the 1960 schedule numbered list of Pullman Cars as we know it today.
The preservation list is only as good as the information it provides, this is on going as
defined in the present condition of the cars.
Some Mk1 cars have been re-introduced to main line running during 2005 and this will
increase during 2006.
MONTANA remains both at Barnwell Junction and on the CAR website for sale, will
2006 see the car relocated.
On the Preserved railways around the UK a number of cars remain in sidings awaiting
the call to the C&W workshop and the commencement of restoration.
No news is good news they say, but restoration is costly and three cars spring to mind
CARINA, ARIES and HERON. These three cars are known to be on NYMR, GCR and

ELR respectively, but alas information is not forthcoming on the long term strategy for
the cars, unless you know different?
We then have the two ex-Brighton Belle Motor Brake Parlours, and as far as I am
aware they still remain in Europe. Will they be restored in some form for operation with
the restored cars of the VSO-E in 2006.
The above is just a sample of information that needs to be gathered for both recording
and also updating the 18th edition of the Preservation List.

Remember - “Information is for Sharing – Not gathering Dust”.

T.Bye January 1st 2006.

